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In previous session we learned about:

● Probabilistic Models

Binary Independence Model

BM25 Model

PageRank

Previous Session
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Language Models



Which one is more Likely?

Probability distribution over strings of text
● How likely is a given string (observation) in a given “language”
● For example, consider probability for the following four strings

○ S1= “Portland Museum of Art”
○ S2= “Art of Portland Museum”
○ S3= “of Museum Art Portland”
○ S4= “Portland موزه of Art”
○ English: p1 > p2 > p3 > p4

Depends on what “language” we are modeling
● In most of IR, assume that p1 = p2
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Google Results for the Queries in Previous Slide
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Language Model

A model for how humans generate language

● Places a probability distribution over any sequence of words
● By construction, it also provides a model for generating text according to its distribution

Used in many language-oriented tasks, e.g.,

● Machine translation: P(high winds tonight) > P(large winds tonight)
● Spelling correction: P(about 15 minutes) > P(about 15 minuets)
● Speech recognition: P(I saw a van) >> P(eyes awe of an)
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Standard Probabilistic IR
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Standard Probabilistic IR
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A common search heuristic is to use words 
that you expect to find in matching documents 
as your query

The LM approach directly exploits that idea!
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Why Language Model (LM) is Useful?
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Allows us to answer questions like:
● Given that we see “John” and “feels”, how likely will we see “happy” as 

opposed to “habit” as the next word?
● Given that we observe “baseball” three times and “game” once in a news 

article, how likely is it about sports?
● Given that a user is interested in sports news, how likely would the user 

use “baseball” in a query?

Can also be regarded as a probabilistic mechanism for “generating” 
text, thus also called a “generative” model



Creating Language Models (Unigram)
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How do we build probabilities over sequences of terms?

P(t1t2t3t4)=P(t1)P(t2|t1)P(t3|t1t2)P(t4|t1t2t3)

Unigram LM

● A unigram language model throws away all conditioning context, 
and estimates each term independently

● Generate a piece of text by generating each word independently

Puni(t1t2t3t4)=P(t1)P(t2)P(t3)P(t4)



Example
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S1 = Puni(“information retrieval class is great”|M)

S2 = Puni(“information retrieval class is boring”|M)

Model M

0.4 information

0.3 retrieval

0.5 class

0.2 is

0.8 great

0.05 boring



Example
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S1 = Puni(“information retrieval class is great”|M)

S2 = Puni(“information retrieval class is boring”|M)

Model M

0.4 information

0.3 retrieval

0.5 class

0.2 is

0.8 great

0.05 boring

Puni(“information retrieval class is great”|M)

= 0.4 ✕ 0.3 ✕ 0.5 ✕ 0.2 ✕ 0.8 =  0.0096

Puni(“information retrieval class is boring”|M)

= 0.4 ✕ 0.3 ✕ 0.5 ✕ 0.2 ✕ 0.05 = 0.0006

Puni(S1|M)＞Puni(S2|M)



Example
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Model M1

0.4 information

0.3 retrieval

0.5 class

0.2 is

0.8 great

0.05 boring

S1 = Puni(“information retrieval class is great”|M)

S2 = Puni(“information retrieval class is boring”|M)

Model M2

0.4 information

0.3 retrieval

0.5 class

0.2 is

0.1 great

0.9 boring

Puni(S1|M1)＞Puni(S2|M1)

Puni(S2|M2)＞Puni(S1|M2)



Language Model for Retrieval
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3 possibilities:
1. Query likelihood: Train a language model on a document, and estimate the query’s 
probability

2. Document likelihood: Train a language model on the query, and estimate the 
document’s probability

3. Model divergence: Train language models on the document and the query, and 
compare them



Language Model for Retrieval: Query Likelihood
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● Users often pose queries by thinking of words that are likely to be 
in relevant documents

● The query likelihood approach uses this idea as a principle for 
ranking documents

● We construct from each document d in the collection a language 
model Md

● Given a query string q, we rank documents by the likelihood of 
their document models Md generating q: P(q|Md)



Language Model for Retrieval: Query Likelihood
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Language Model for Retrieval: Query Likelihood
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● P(frog said that toad likes frog | M1) = 
0.01 × 0.03 × 0.04 × 0.01 × 0.02 × 0.01



Language Model for Retrieval: Query Likelihood
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● P(frog said that toad likes frog | M1) = 
0.01 × 0.03 × 0.04 × 0.01 × 0.02 × 0.01

● P(frog said that toad likes frog | M2) =
0.0002 × 0.03 × 0.04 × 0.0001 × 0.04 × 0.0002



Document Models
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Obvious estimate for unigram probabilities is

Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE)

Makes the observed value of          most likely



Document Models
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Obvious estimate for unigram probabilities is

Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE)

makes the observed value of          most likely

If query words missing in a document, score is zero
Meaning that missing 1 out of 4 query words is the same as missing 3 out of 4 (both 
produce 0!)



Smoothing



Smoothing for Images
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Document Models
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● Over-estimate the probability of observed outcomes
● Under-estimate the probability of unobserved outcomes

The goal of smoothing is to ...

● Decrease the probability of observed outcomes
● Increase the probability of unobserved outcomes



Idea of Smoothing
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We can view a document as words sampled from the author’s mind
● High-frequency words (e.g., rocky, apollo, boxing) are important
● Low-frequency words (e.g., shot, befriended, checks) are arbitrary

The author chose these, but could have easily chosen others

So, we want to allocate some probability to unobserved indexed-terms 
and discount some probability from those that appear in the document



Idea of Smoothing
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● With MLE, only seen terms receive a probability estimate
● The total probability attributed to the seen terms is 1
● Remember that the document model is a generative explanation
● The document itself is just one sample from the model. If a 

person was to rewrite the document, he/she may include hair or 
indeed some other words

● The estimated probabilities of seen terms is too big!
● MLE overestimates the probability of seen terms

Smoothing: Take some portion away from the MLE 
overestimate, and re-distribute it to the unseen terms



Linear Smoothing (Jelineck-Mercer Smoothing)
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λ Parameter
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High λ: more conjunctive search (i.e., where we retrieve 
documents containing all query terms)
Low λ: more disjunctive search (suitable for long queries)

Correctly setting λ is important to the good performance of
the model (collection-specific tuning)

Note: every document has the same amount of smoothing



Dirichlet Smoothing
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Dirichlet Smoothing has been found to be more effective in IR where 

Dynamic smoothing that changes based on the document length



JM vs. Dirichlet Smoothing – Experimental Comparison
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Long Queries:
Jelinek-Mercer smoothing performs better than the Dirichlet smoothing

Short queries: 
Dirichlet smoothing performs better than the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing

Chengxiang Zhai and John Lafferty. 2004. A study of smoothing methods for language models 
applied to information retrieval. ACM Trans. Inf. Syst. 22, 2 (April 2004), 179-214.



Summary of Language Models
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Extended Language 
Modeling Approaches



Divergence-based Retrieval
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A measure of how one probability distribution P is different from a second



Divergence-based Retrieval
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Model Divergence Retrieval works as follows:

1. Choose a language model for the query, p(w|q)
2. Choose a language model for the document, p(w|d)
3. Rank by - DKL (p(w|q) || p(w|d)) – more divergence means a worse match

??



Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

If we assume the first k documents are 
relevant, we can update our query to find 
more relevant documents

A natural way to incorporate feedback 
documents into a query language model is 
to create a generative model of feedback 
documents, and smooth the query model 
together with it
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Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

1. Generate query model p(w|q)
2. Pick top k ranking documents as feedback set F
3. Smooth query model together with feedback model, obtaining p(w|q, F)
4. Rank documents using p(w|q, F) as query model and display results
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Summary

Today we learned about:
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Summary

Today we learned about:

● Language Models

Smoothing for Language Models

Extended Language Models
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Next Session



Introduction to the Course Project
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Enjoy your break!! 

Important Note: There would be no in-person classes on the week after fall break!

We will meet over zoom! Each team will have 15 minutes, 
12 for presentation and 3 for QA

To do:
● Reading: Chapters 12 of Manning’s book 


